Language and Social Justice
CSLS Ringvorlesung - Autumn 2021

22 Sep  EREZ LEVON Universität Bern
Inequality and injustice: Why language matters

29 Sep  SABINE CHRISTOPHER Osservatorio linguistico della Svizzera italiana
Italian in Switzerland: A language vitality approach to a "luxury" minority

06 Oct  JOAN PUIJOLAR COS Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
The linguistic subject: Sociolinguistic subalternity in intersectionality debates

13 Oct  JULIA SNELL University of Leeds
Beliefs about language, classroom interaction and inequality in schools

20 Oct  MARIA ROSA GARRIDO SARDÀ Université de Lausanne
Multilingualism, access and participation in a social movement against injustice

27 Oct  KATRIJN MARYNS Universiteit Gent
Mediated discourse in asylum and migration encounters: Language as a vulnerable resource when issues of deservingness are at stake

03 Nov  NATALIE SCHILLING Georgetown University
Forensic linguistics: Working with legal professionals, law enforcement, incarcerated persons and others to promote legal justice

10 Nov  SABINE SCZESNY Universität Bern
The impact of gendered language on cognition

17 Nov  SARI PIETIKÄINEN Jyväskylän yliopisto
Disturbing boundaries: Powers of assemblage

24 Nov  RICKARD JONSSON Stockholms Universitet
Humor, affect and social order: On the interactional intricacies of podcast rape humor

01 Dec  CHRISTOPHER STROUD University of the Western Cape
Talk beyond social justice: Linguistic citizenship in 'care', 'hope' and 'love'

08 Dec  ALEXANDRE DUCHÈNE Université de Fribourg/Universität Freiburg
Discomfort: Social justice in sociolinguistics and its shortcomings

15 Dec  LOVIS HOPPMANN Universität Zürich
Die deutsche Sprache queeren
Recipient of 2021 CSLS Language and Social Justice Prize

Wednesdays, 16:15 – 18:00, Unitobler F-023
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